
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday September 17, 2021

Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the latest on the economics of remote work,
China’s regulation of its tech industry, the push for AI technology in military satellites,

the implications of autonomous weaponry, Huawei’s plan for 6G, the U.S. government’s
efforts to regulate crypto, strengthening ties between the semiconductor and automotive
industries, TSMC’s expansion plans, developments in qubit entanglement for quantum
algorithms, former U.S. intelligence operatives working as cyber spies for the UAE, and

a shipping consolidation’s impact on the supply chain.



DIGITALIZATION
→ Employers are trying to save money by cutting pay commensurate with market rates in
their workers’ new hometowns as many people move away from their
offices—employees are pushing back. Early in the pandemic, some employers offered
one-time relocation bonuses to offset a reduction in base salary for workers who wanted to
leave high-cost cities such as San Francisco. Some, grateful for job security, gladly took the
offers. Now, after more than a year of adjusting to remote work and remaining productive, more
people are questioning why their value is based on their geographic coordinates. Employees
are questioning whether a pay cut makes sense given that they are working more hours,
producing the same quality of work, and feel they could find another job if they needed to.
Ultimately, the future of compensation for remote work will come down to how much
location-based pay scales affect companies’ ability to hire and retain top talent. Okta, the
cloud-software company, initially cut pay for relocating workers, but reversed that policy in April.
The company seeks to attract the right talent wherever those people want to live. #DIG #USA
WSJ

→ China fired a fresh regulatory shot at its tech giants on Monday, telling them to end a
long-standing practice of blocking each other's links on their sites or face
consequences. The comments, made by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
(MIIT) at a news briefing, mark the latest step in Beijing's regulatory crackdown that has wiped
billions of dollars off the market value of some of the country's largest companies. According to
the MIIT, restricting normal access to internet links affects the user experience, damages the
rights of users, and disrupts market order. Currently, Tencent restricts users from sharing
content from ByteDance’s Douyin on Tencent's instant messaging apps WeChat and QQ. In
February, Douyin filed a complaint with a Beijing court saying it constituted monopolistic
behavior. Tencent has called those accusations baseless. Separately, The MIIT said on Monday,
September 13, that China had too many electric vehicle (EV) makers and the government would
encourage consolidation. #DIG #GRN #CHN Reuters

→ As Chinese tech companies come under regulatory scrutiny at home, concerns and
pressures are escalating among investors and domestic tech companies. Despite a series
of antitrust and internet-related regulation crackdowns, the four leading cloud
companies—BATH (Baidu AI, Alibaba Cloud, Tencent Cloud, and Huawei Cloud—have been
growing steadily. As the current scrutiny is not particularly focused on the cloud sector and the
demand for digital transformation, artificial intelligence and smart industries remain firm. China’s
cloud infrastructure market size amounted to $6.6B, which is an increase of 54% compared with
the previous year, in the second quarter of 2021. Nonetheless, the share prices of three of
them—Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent—have fallen between 18% and 30% over the last six
months, which could make investors cautious about betting on the Chinese tech companies.
#DIG #CHN TechCrunch
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SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ AT&T will be using OneWeb’s low Earth orbit satellites to extend high-speed
broadband to remote regions in the U.S., with a focus on business and government
customers. AT&T currently provides expansive high-speed connectivity; however, there are still
many remote areas where it is too costly and geographically challenging to develop high-speed
fiber networks. Thankfully, the OneWeb partnership will promote faster and more reliable cellular
backhaul. In addition to AT&T, OneWeb is currently pursuing partnerships with telecom
operators around the world, expecting to launch full commercial services in 2022 with its
648-satellite constellation. #SAT #USA Space News

→ The push to implement artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) in military
satellite systems will require advancements in data management and intelligent routing.
At the SATELLITE 2021 show, Dr. Santanu Das of the Office of Naval Research’s (ONR) stated
that the Pentagon is five to ten years away from developing mature AI and ML capabilities for its
satellite and communication systems. Moreover, Paul Mattear of Amazon Web Services (AWS)
said that edge computing will help efficiently transfer data required to power AI and ML across
multi-layered satellite networks, a concept called intelligent routing. Alvara Sanchez, CEO of
Integrasys, noted that AI/ML-enabled sensors on satellites must also transmit specific and
targeted data, rather than a huge amount of information from every sensor. #SAT #AI #USA Via
Satellite

→ The combination of small satellites and advanced computing power will transform
space technology. Gen. John “Jay” Raymond, chief of the U.S. Space Force, said that the
Space Force will capitalize on this technology to modernize its satellite architecture, specifically
the proliferated low Earth orbit architecture. Remote-sensing constellations in low Earth orbit
collect and deliver data at high speeds, allowing tough problems to be answered from the data.
However, the rapid pace of space innovation will make it increasingly hard to distinguish benign
activities from illegal or hostile ones in space. Thus, an international code of conduct for space
activities is needed. #SAT #USA Space News

→ The U.S. Army is looking to buy “end to end” satellite services with durable hardware
that can be deployed in austere locations while providing reliable connectivity. But with so
much new technology in the market, the Army wants to explore its options – it has invited
commercial satellite operations, antenna manufacturers, and integrators to demonstrate their
services so that it can draft a solicitation for bids. This feeds into the Army’s overall goal of using
“satcom as a managed service” to support its tactical network. Despite having used satcom
services before, the Army now wants to bring in a mix of providers, satellite orbits, and satellites
with different frequencies. But with so many satcom services, the military needs the satellite
industry to adopt common standards to ensure interoperability between different satcom
systems. Companies like Intelsat are already developing new terminals that are compatible with
multiple satcom networks. #SAT #USA Space News
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Last week, the U.S. Department of Commerce announced that it will form a committee
to advise federal agencies on AI research and developments. It will focus on a range of
issues related to AI, including the current state of U.S. competitiveness and how AI can
enhance opportunities for different geographic regions. According to Deltek’s GovWin,
identifiable federal spending on AI rose to nearly $1B in 2020, making it one of the
fastest-growing emerging tech investment areas. The National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence estimates the U.S. needs to spend $32B over the next few years to win the AI race
with China, among other rivals. To achieve this, President Joe Biden has proposed spending 2%
of the U.S.’s GDP on science, up from around 0.7%. That would equate to roughly $418B at last
year’s GDP level, up from about $146B. The GovWin report shows that the federal government
isn’t close to approaching Biden’s target. But it reveals that AI spending across agencies is on
the rise generally, up 50% compared with 2018. #AI #Geopolitics #USA #CHN VentureBeat

→ While nuclear weapons are a global threat, they’ve been kept in check and have helped
reduce conventional warfare on account of the deterrence theory. Because a nuclear war
leads to mutually assured destruction, any country initiating a nuclear first strike likely faces
reciprocity and thus self-destruction. But with autonomous weapons, deterrence theory does not
apply, because a surprise first attack may be untraceable. In 2018, an autonomous drone nearly
killed the president of Venezuela, and a similar weapon could be built today by an experienced
hobbyist for less than $1K.

Three proposed solutions for avoiding an autonomous weapons disaster:
1. The human-in-the-loop approach—every lethal decision is made by a human.

Challenges:
➔ The prowess of autonomous weapons comes from the speed and precision

gained by not having a human in the loop.
➔ Human inclusion is hard to enforce and easy to avoid.
➔ The protective quality of having a human involved depends on the moral

character and judgment of that individual.
2. A ban.

Challenges:
➔ The U.S., the U.K., and Russia all oppose banning autonomous weapons, stating

that it is too early to do so.
3. To regulate autonomous weapons.

Challenges:
➔ The difficulty of constructing technical specifications without being too broad.

#AI #AUT #Geopolitics #USA #GBR #RUS #CHN The Atlantic
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→ Codex, built by OpenAI, is a new artificial intelligence technology that writes its own
computer programs. Due to the rapid rise of a mathematical system called a neural network,
machines can now learn certain skills by analyzing vast amounts of data. Codex can generate
programs in 12 computer languages and even translate between them. But it often makes
mistakes, and it cannot reason like humans. It can recognize or mimic what it has seen in the
past, but it is not nimble enough to think on its own. OpenAI estimates that Codex produces the
right code 37% of the time. Using the technology, GitHub, a popular online service for
programmers, now offers Copilot, a tool that suggests your next line of code, much the way
“autocomplete” tools suggest the next word when you type texts or emails. #AI #USA NYT

→ The U.N. human rights chief is calling for a halt on the use of AI technology that poses
a risk to human rights, including face-scanning systems that track people in public
spaces. Michelle Bachelet, the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, also said
Wednesday, September 15, that countries should expressly ban AI applications that don’t
comply with international human rights law. Her comments came with a new U.N. report that
examines how countries and businesses have rushed to apply AI systems that affect people’s
lives without setting up proper safeguards to prevent harm. She didn't call for an outright ban of
facial recognition technology, but said governments should halt the scanning of people's
features in real time until they can show the technology is accurate, won't discriminate, and
meets certain privacy and data protection standards. The report also voices wariness about
tools that try to deduce people's emotional and mental states by analyzing their facial
expressions or body movements, saying such technology is susceptible to bias,
misinterpretations, and lacks scientific basis. Microsoft and other U.S. tech giants hope to guide
the rules affecting the technology they've helped to build. #AI #USA #CHN U.S.News

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ UScellular’s standalone (SA) 5G core supplied by Nokia is scheduled to be deployed
by the end of 2022, making it the second carrier after T-Mobile to roll out SA 5G in the
U.S. Currently, Nokia already provides UScellular with 5G radio gear. With the core network
deployment, Nokia will be deepening its 5G relationship with UScellular by providing it with
hardware, software, and services. Once deployed, UScellular will no longer have to rely on LTE
systems for its 5G services. For Nokia, this partnership is also significant because it will
increase their competitiveness in the North American market, where it recently lost 5G deals
with Verizon. #5G #USA Fierce Wireless

→ Amidst a U.S. chip ban that has lasted a year now, Chinese telecom giant Huawei
revealed that it plans to launch 6G products around 2030. Despite being cut off from all U.S.
suppliers, Huawei’s business performance exceeded market expectations thanks to China’s
vast market that allowed Huawei to maintain its capital, staff, and research capabilities. As a
result, Huawei’s net profit still increased 9.8% in the first half of 2021 compared with a 9.2%
growth last year. However, the implementation of 6G will still be difficult because it has a more
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complicated technology environment than 5G. Additionally, geopolitical fluctuations and the
de-globalization trend will hamper cooperation on defining 6G and establishing a single set of
standards for 6G. #5G #Geopolitics #CHN Global Times

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Crypto enthusiasts are tapping their holdings to buy homes, cars, and more crypto.
They are getting crypto loans from upstart nonbank lenders and automated, blockchain-based
platforms. Like banks, these lenders typically take deposits. But unlike banks, their deposits
take the form of crypto. The crypto deposits—which earn higher-than-average interest
rates—are used to fund loans to borrowers who pledge crypto as collateral. And the business is
growing rapidly. One group of crypto lenders has $25B in loans outstanding to individual and
institutional clients, up from $1.4B a year ago, according to the crypto research firm Messari. But
the strategy is not without real-world risks. Like traditional securities-based borrowing, crypto
loans are typically for a percentage of pledged holdings. If the value of the collateral falls—as it
often does in the volatile crypto market—the lender can issue a margin call and seize it all.
Should a lender collapse or fall victim to a digital heist, there is no federal insurance to
compensate depositors. #FIN WSJ

→ The U.S. Treasury Department met with a number of industry participants last week to
quiz them about the risks and benefits posed by stablecoins—a rapidly growing type of
cryptocurrency, the value of which is pegged to traditional currencies. Washington policymakers
are alarmed at the rapidly expanding cryptocurrency market which exceeded a record $2T in
April. As of Friday, September 10, the market cap of stablecoins stood at roughly $125B,
according to industry data site CoinMarketCap. It is unclear which financial regulations apply to
these relatively new products. U.S. financial regulators are working to understand the risks and
opportunities posed by cryptocurrencies to the traditional U.S. financial system and plan to issue
a number of reports on the subject in coming months. Washington policymakers worry the rise
in privately-operated currencies could undermine their control of the financial and monetary
systems, increase systemic risks, promote financial crime, and hurt investors. #FIN #USA
Reuters

→ House Democrats proposed legislation Monday, September 13, that would close a tax
loophole for crypto investors. The bill would subject crypto investments to the anti-abuse
rules, which apply to stocks, bonds, and other securities. The IRS treats crypto as property, not
as a security, which is how the asset class escapes the rules. Crypto investors reap two benefits
as a result: They can sell crypto for a loss and claim a tax benefit (that loss can reduce or
eliminate capital gains tax on winning investments). Then, they can quickly buy back the crypto
they sold to capture any rebound in price. By comparison, stock investors aren’t allowed to buy
an identical or similar security within 30 days before or 30 days after a sale without triggering
penalties. House Democrats’ proposal would apply to sales after December 31, 2021. #FIN
#USA CNBC
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AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ SpaceX successfully launched four civilians into orbit for the first time on Wednesday
night in the latest milestone for private space travel. A Falcon 9 rocket with a Crew Dragon
space capsule lifted off for the Inspiration4 mission with a businessman, a geoscientist, a
physician assistant, and an aerospace engineer. The 360 miles above Earth orbit is higher than
those followed by the ISS and NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope. Americans haven’t been this

far into space since 2009 when
NASA astronauts last worked on
repairing the Hubble. The capsule
is slated to return to Earth this
weekend. This mission marks the
first time an all civilian crew is
traveling into orbit on a mission
arranged entirely by private parties.
And previous travelers to orbit had
to secure seats on Russian
government-controlled rockets to
venture this far into space. #AER
#USA #RUS WSJ

→ Defense Innovation Unit is
seeking small nuclear-powered engines for space missions beyond Earth orbit. DoD
wants “lightweight, portable and long-duration power sources that can support propulsion and
on-station power for sensing and communication on small- and medium-sized spacecraft. DIU
says electric and solar-based propulsion systems are not suitable for missions beyond Earth
orbit and are too bulky for use on modern commercial spacecraft. DIU wants systems that
minimize radiation exposure for ground personnel and for spacecraft integration. Submissions
are due Sept. 23. DIU could award contracts within 60 to 90 days. #AER #USA Space News

→ The House Science Committee approved its portion of a massive budget reconciliation
spending bill on September 9. The bill would provide NASA with nearly $4.4B in additional
funding, with $4B set aside for NASA infrastructure improvements. It provided no funding for
NASA’s Artemis lunar exploration program, notably lunar lander development. Republicans tried
to make more substantive changes to the bill, but amendments failed in largely party-line votes.
Both the science provisions of the bill and the overall reconciliation package lack Republican
support.  #AER #USA Space News

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Testimony in the ongoing Theranos case supports that its founder, Elizabeth Holmes,
deliberately lied to investors, business partners, and patients to keep her startup afloat
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that she said would change the world by testing for illnesses with just a few drops of
blood. Statements made in three separate testimonies and other legal proceedings backs up
the prosecutor’s central arguments that Theranos’s secretive culture fostered deception and
coverups that the company misled investors about its finances and skirted federal regulations.
One said that Theranos ignored standards for staff credentials, frequently used expired lab
supplies and that its proprietary devices had major stability, precision, and accuracy problems.
Holmes faces 10 counts of wire fraud and 2 counts of conspiracy to commit wire fraud. She has
pleaded not guilty. The Wall Street Journal’s investigative reporting in 2015 and 2016 exposed
how Theranos’s technology didn’t work, how the blood-testing company tried to cover up its
failures and how patients’ lives were affected and their health jeopardized. #BIO WSJ

→ Researchers found the new editing enzymes among a family of proteins called IscB.
Feng Zhang, a molecular biologist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge
says the IscB system could be improved, and notes that the small size of the IscB protein might
make it easier to work with for some applications. These proteins are thought to be the
ancestors of the enzyme Cas9 — known as CRISPR’s molecular scissors. Cas9 teams up with
a snippet of RNA that guides the enzyme to find and cut a specific DNA sequence. The
discovery of other RNA-targeted enzymes could yield further tools for genome editing, says
study lead author Feng Zhang. #BIO # GBR Nature

→ The invention of mRNA vaccines was the result of a 30-year battle between scientists
to find the right combination of fats and nucleic acids to make them work.  In 1987, a
graduate student Robert Malone at the Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, mixed strands of
messenger RNA with droplets of fat to create a kind of molecular stew. Human cells bathed in
this genetic gumbo absorbed the mRNA and began producing proteins from it. These
experiments were a stepping stone towards two of the most important and profitable vaccines in
history: the mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines given to hundreds of millions of people around
the world. #BIO #USA Nature

→ Two papers published this week showed that Johnson & Johnson's (J&J) two-dose
Ebola vaccine regimen was safe, well tolerated, and produced a strong immune response
in people older than 1 year of age. The study was designed to evaluate the safety and
long-term immunogenicity of a two-dose vaccine regimen. The authors found that 98% of
subjects were well tolerated by the vaccine regimen 21 days after a second injection of Zaire
Ebola virus and induced an antibody response that lasted at least two years in adults. The
results have already helped the European Medicines Agency to approve and approve a
two-dose Ebola vaccine regimen for use in children and adults in July 2020. This will also
facilitate WHO's pre-qualification process which was conducted in April 2021 to help the vaccine
regimen to be officially registered in countries for the risk of Ebola virus disease outbreaks.
Further studies are under way in Sierra Leone to investigate whether the vaccine is safe and
induces an immune response in infants under one year of age, and adult and child participants
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are followed for more than five years to assess the potential for long-term protection. #BIO
#USA #EUR #SLE GenEng

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Long-term modeling of our future energy system points to a paradigm shift in the
number of significant things in the future energy network, and it will require AI to run
smoothly. Energy transition networks involve hundreds of millions of networked electric
vehicles, potentially billions of networked sources of energy demand — things like lighting
systems, boilers, and heat pumps — at a scale of billions of things will be too big to be run only
by humans. A new white paper from Bloomberg, the Deutsche Energie-Agentur (Germany’s
energy agency), and the World Economic Forum outlines 15 functions that AI can perform for
the energy transition. AI's energy transition applications also cover a newer area of materials
discovery and innovation. #GRN #AI #USA Bloomberg

→

Chevron is tripling spending on its new low-carbon division, which Chief Executive Mike
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Wirth says he increasingly sees as a viable business. Chevron supports carbon pricing as
the main policy mechanism to spur the energy transition, Mr. Wirth said. Such a price could
come from a carbon tax or a cap-and-trade system, but Chevron has not yet adopted a specific
regulatory regime. A carbon price could improve the economics of carbon capture by, for
example, allowing Chevron to capture emissions, store them and sell carbon offset credits to
other companies. In May, nearly 61% of Chevron’s shareholders voted in support of a
proposal—which Chevron had urged investors to reject—that the company cut emissions
created from the use of its products. #GRN #USA WSJ

→ Materials scientists at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore have found a
way to prevent internal short circuits, the main cause of fires in lithium-ion batteries. In
most Li-ion battery fires, the cause is due to a build-up of lithium deposits known as dendrites
that cross the separator between the positive and negative electrodes of the battery when it is
being charged, causing a short-circuit leading to an uncontrolled chemical fire. In order to
prevent this short circuit, Professor Xu Zhichuan from the school of materials science and
engineering and his research team invented an additional "anti-short-layer" on the diaphragm to
prevent any dendrite from reaching the cathode. "Instead of preventing the formation of
dendrites, we decided to use their internal characteristics to coat a layer of conductive material
on the separator to connect these dendrites with each other. Once the dendrites are connected,
they cannot continue to grow further, to prevent them from reaching the other side." #GRN
#SGP #USA Techxplore

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Switzerland-based additive manufacturing specialist Swissto12 announced plans
September 8 to collaborate with Saturn Satellite Networks, a US firm focused on small
geostationary satellite missions. Under the agreement, the companies will pair Swissto12’s
flexible communications payload with three Saturn satellite buses: MicroGEO, Intelligent Space
Node (ISN), and Nationsat. Swissto12 uses additive manufacturing as an alternative,
customized production method, offering complex parts built as single and monolithic elements,
reducing assembly time, complexity, and cost. Saturn says partnering with Swissto12 will
strengthen its mission to provide robust and affordable satellite platforms for nations lacking the
resources for affordable space-based services using a national asset. #MFG #SAT #SWZ #USA
Space News

→ Azul 3D has launched its first commercial product with the LAKE High Area Rapid
Printing (HARP) platform. Powered by Azul 3D’s high-area rapid printing (HARP) technology,
a proprietary version of stereolithographic printing that converts liquid plastic into solid objects
using ultraviolet light, LAKE prints complex geometries at rapid speeds, using proprietary
materials suited for a wide range of products. The printer is also able to dissipate heat and
enable continuous high-speed printing over large areas thanks to its ‘unique interface’. Azul 3D
was spun out of the Northwestern University lab of Mirkin, an internationally renowned expert in
materials science and nanoscience. #MFG #USA BusinessWire
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AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ As U.S. and Chinese tech companies plow money into developing their own EVs,
Huawei is instead targeting the whole industry through “Huawei Inside,” a platform that
runs everything from lidar sensors to cameras in modern vehicles. The intelligent-vehicle
platform is sold to automakers, allowing Huawei to dominate the technology that runs future
cars. However, Huawei’s move is not without controversy – critics like Chinese state-owned
SAIC Motor have expressed discontent over Huawei becoming the ‘soul’ of autonomous driving.
As such, SAIC has already been pushing self-sufficiency by buying local AV and car tech
startups. But for most Chinese carmakers that are operating on thin margins, this could be
difficult, paving the way for Huawei to dominate the future of autonomous driving. #AUT #CHN
Bloomberg

→ Alibaba led a $300M round of investments into DeepRoute.ai, a Chinese autonomous
driving startup that makes hardware and software for self-driving systems.
DeepRoute.ai’s CEO stated that this investment will be used to develop technology, scale up the
fleet size of its robotaxis, and hire more talent. Alibaba’s investment highlights the ambition of
Chinese tech giants to enter China’s autonomous driving space, a lucrative yet very competitive
industry. #AUT #CHN CNBC

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Nvidia recently sought EU antitrust approval for its $54B takeover of British chip
designer Arm, raising concerns over whether Arm can remain as a neutral technology
supplier. Currently, Nvidia is working with the European Commission (EC) to address regulatory
concerns associated with the takeover. The EC can either clear the deal with or without
concessions after its preliminary review or follow up with a four-month long investigation if
serious concerns are raised. Britain’s competition watchdog has already warned that the deal
could decrease competition and weaken rivals. A decision is due by October 13. #CHP #GBR
Reuters

→ The semiconductor and automotive industries are strengthening their ties, driven by a
chip shortage and a recognition that cars are becoming increasingly digital. This past
week, companies like Intel, Qualcomm, and Nvidia flocked to Munich’s annual auto show to sell
chips for new car displays, driver-assistance features, and other vehicle applications. Auto
companies have also shown increasing interest to partner with chip companies to develop
digital features within their car models. This has not always been the case though – historically,
car makers simply relied on their parts vendors to order the chips needed for their vehicles. But
given the rapid digitization of the auto industry, chips have become a mandatory part of car
production. In fact, a fifth of material costs that go into making premium-segment cars would be
semiconductors by 2030, up from just 4% in 2019. This is why the automotive chip market is
estimated to be worth $85B in 2027. #CHP WSJ
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→ Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) is planning to build an advanced
plant in Kaohsiung, Taiwan as part of a $100B expansion project to address the global
chip shortage. The plant, which will be completed in 2023 or 2024, will produce chips using
7-nanometer and 6-nanometer technology, currently used to make advanced mobile and
graphics processors. This move is part of TMSC’s largest-ever expansion push, which aims to
increase production capacity both domestically and internationally. In addition to the Kaohsiung
plant, TSMC is also building chipmaking plants in Hsinchu, Taiwan and Japan. Given TMSC’s
global expansion over the past few years, building an advanced chip plant domestically should
relieve the Taiwanese government. Because TMSC’s investment this year already accounted for
20% of Taiwan’s total private investment, maintaining TMSC’s presence in Taiwan is crucial to
its economic growth. Moreover, a robust chip industry in Taiwan will allow it to have more
leverage in international negotiations. #CHP #TWN Nikkei Asia

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ A new type of optical fiber filled with air
can carry out quantum key distribution
(QKD), a security protocol that is in principle
unhackable and could play a key role in
protecting sensitive data against
cyber-attacks. BT experimented with QKD over
a six-kilometer-long cable of hollow-core fiber, a
technology that it has been working on for the
past few months as an alternative to traditional
fiber optic cables. This approach is particularly
interesting to security researchers because it is
based on the laws of quantum physics, which
dictate that qubits collapse as soon as they are
measured. This means that if a third party
eavesdrops on the exchange and measures the
qubits to figure out the cryptography key, they would inevitably leave behind a sign that they
have intruded. The method is expected to bring an additional level of safety to data exchanges,
especially as hackers develop better tools to crack existing security protocols. #QNT
#Cybersecurity #GBR ZDNet

→ RIKEN researchers have increased the number of silicon-based spin qubits that can
be entangled from two to three, highlighting the potential of spin qubits for realizing
multi-qubit quantum algorithms. The team initialized and measured a three-qubit array in
silicon with high fidelity (the probability that a qubit is in the expected state). They also combined
the three entangled qubits in a single device—a first step toward extending the capabilities of
quantum systems based on spin qubits. Researcher Seigo Tarucha explained that two-qubit
operations can perform fundamental logical calculations, but a three-qubit system is required for
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scaling up and implementing error correction. The team plans to demonstrate primitive error
correction using the three-qubit device and to fabricate devices with ten or more qubits. From
there, they plan to develop 50 to 100 qubits and implement more sophisticated error-correction
protocols, paving the way to a large-scale quantum computer within a decade. #QNT #JPN
TQD

GEOPOLITICS
→ The US, UK, and Australia announced a new Indo-Pacific security alliance to push
back against China’s growing power and influence, particularly militarily as it relates to
Taiwan and South China Sea tensions. But the new arrangement, dubbed AUKUS, has
received criticism from China and France. Under the deal, the US and UK will provide Australia
with technology and capability to deploy nuclear-powered submarines. France, which lost its
own $90B submarine deal with Australia, called the plans brutal and unpredictable. France is
the only European nation with a significant military presence in the region and it also has an
overseas territory, New Caledonia, to the East of Australia. Meanwhile, China denounced the
new alliance saying such partnerships should not target third countries and warned of an
intensified arms race in the region. #Geopolitics #USA #GBR #AUS #FRA #CHN #TWN Reuters
Bloomberg

→ Two provisions in the latest version of a House defense bill seek to bridge the
acquisition-process obstacles that can stop promising technology from getting to troops
in the field. One would establish a five-year pilot program to more quickly identify such
technologies, and the other would expand Navy programs that foster small-business innovation.
The bill tasks the Strategic Capabilities Office, or SCO, with identifying “critical cross-service
operational needs” of U.S. Indo-Pacific Command, the combatant command that deals most
directly with China. SCO will then designate a mission manager to work with the military’s
various research arms and agencies to develop and deliver solutions. This method is different
from how the DOD currently funds research and engineering in emerging technology—areas
such as quantum computing, hypersonics, and artificial intelligence. The hope is that by aligning
more closely with specific missions that the command is undertaking, the department can better
spend research money to deliver new technologies that answer precise needs. #Geopolitics #AI
#QNT #AER #USA #CHN Defense One

→ Oil and metals prices climbed on hopes of reduced geopolitical tensions between the
U.S. and China. Oil prices recovered some lost ground after retreating when a Chinese
government agency said it would release crude from strategic reserves to ease strains on
refiners. Futures for West Texas Intermediate, the main grade of U.S. crude, rose around 2.3%
to $69.69 a barrel. Meanwhile, on Friday, September 10, metal prices recovered after a phone
call the day before between Presidents Biden and Xi Jinping raised hopes of a cooling in
tensions and potential reduction in tariffs between the U.S. and China. In Asia, the Shanghai
Composite Index edged up 0.3% after the call between Presidents Biden and Xi. According to a
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White House statement, the two leaders sought to ensure competition does not veer into
conflict; Chinese state media reported that Xi emphasized cooperation on climate, Covid
prevention, economic recovery, and major international and regional issues. #Geopolitics #USA
#CHN WSJ CNBC

CYBERSECURITY
→ China is responsible for two thirds of state-sponsored cyber attacks around the world
according to new research, as foreign governments are increasingly blending their
capabilities with criminal networks to hide their identity. In a report on the threat landscape
over the past year, Crowdstrike found China was behind 67% of state-sponsored attacks. Iran
was responsible for 7%, North Korea 5%, and Russia 1%. Another 20% were suspected
state-sponsored attacks but their source was unknown. Over the past year, cyber attacks
against telecommunications and small retail more than doubled, professional services saw a
more than 90% increase in hacks, while the government and academic sectors experienced an
80% rise. Both state actors and criminal networks are increasingly exploiting existing
vulnerabilities on servers and networks - which makes them harder to detect. #Cybersecurity
#CHN #USA #AUS Sydney Morning Herald

→ Criminals lure people into traps by taking advantage of the unconscious processes
that act as shortcuts to make decision-making more efficient. These cognitive biases can
cause users to misinterpret information and make snap judgments that may be irrational or
inaccurate. Nearly 800K people fell victim to cyber scams in 2020, according to the FBI’s
Internet Crime Complaint Center. That was an increase of around 69% over 2019, with reported
losses of more than $4B last year. An understanding of the following unconscious biases is
necessary for organizations to equip employees with the skills to avoid scammers:

1. Loss aversion: We find the pain of loss much greater than the joy of a gain of equivalent
value—actors exploit this, for example, by claiming a service may be shut off unless the
recipient clicks a link or sends money.

2. Authority bias: We inherently trust figures with power.  And hackers know that if we get
an email from a trusted source, we let our guard down.

3. Urgency bias: A sense of urgency in a spear-phishing email can cloud judgment.
4. Halo effect: We all have positive views of brands, companies, and people we like. Bad

actors can take advantage of that through exclusive offers.
5. Present bias: People are prone to instant gratification. The thought of closing an

anticipated deal may compel an employee to open a seemingly related email.
6. Availability bias: We tend to make judgments based on whatever we’ve most recently

experienced. Scammers can exploit this by pretending to be an organization's IT help
desk, requesting login credentials.
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7. Illusion of unique invulnerability: Known as the “optimism bias,” this occurs when people
think something bad is unlikely to happen to them, so they give their credentials to a
“colleague” who is actually a scammer.

#Cybersecurity WSJ

→ Three former U.S. intelligence operatives who worked as cyber spies for the UAE
admitted to violating U.S. hacking laws and prohibitions on selling sensitive military
technology. The operatives—Marc Baier, Ryan Adams, and Daniel Gericke—were part of a
clandestine unit named Project Raven that helped the UAE spy on its enemies. As part of the
deal with federal authorities to avoid prosecution, the three former intelligence officials agreed to
pay a combined $1.69M and never again seek a U.S. security clearance. The three admitted to
deploying a sophisticated cyberweapon called “Karma” that allowed the UAE to hack into Apple
iPhones without requiring a target to click on malicious links, according to court papers. Karma
allowed users to access tens of millions of devices and qualified as an intelligence-gathering
system under federal export control rules. But the operatives did not obtain the required U.S.
government permission to sell the tool to the UAE. We are also tracking that one of the
operatives, Daniel Gericke was (until recently) the CIO of ExpressVPN - just acquired by the
UK’s Kape Technologies. #Cybersecurity #USA #ARE #GBR Reuters

→ Buildings are getting smarter, creating the conditions for new cybersecurity risks. In
recent years, building managers increasingly have relied on internet connections and computer
networks to manage myriad parts of a building from its elevators to appliances like refrigerators
and coffee makers. These smart technologies can make buildings more efficient and monitor
maintenance and repair needs, allowing building operators to address problems proactively,
rather than fixing malfunctions as they occur. But the problem isn’t just that hackers can gain
access to any one building-management system. The real danger is that they could gain access
to a single system, such as lighting, and then find their way into the building’s other systems,
whether those systems are linked to a common network or not. Cybersecurity experts cite what
they call network segmentation as crucial to keeping hackers from running amok once they’ve
gained access to a computer network. This means building barriers into a network so that an
actor with access to a system cannot easily gain access to others on the network.
#Cybersecurity WSJ

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Supply chain issues have forced satellite manufacturers to adopt new approaches,
some of which they plan to maintain in a post-pandemic world. Space systems have felt
the effects of supply chain disruptions of chips and other electronics. And according to
manufacturers at the SATELLITE 2021 conference in National Harbor, Maryland, companies
have little influence with suppliers based on demand alone. They cited the dwarfed nature of the
space industry when compared to other industries like vehicles. Instead, companies say they’re
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working more closely with suppliers, and at earlier phases of programs, to ensure they will get
the components they need on schedule. It’s also caused companies to reconsider
make-versus-buy decisions, in some cases moving more work in-house. However,
pandemic-related disruptions to the supply chain are not the only issue manufacturers are
facing. The types and numbers of satellites they produce have introduced new dimensions to
the supply chain and partnerships, forcing a reexamination of supply bases. The pandemic has
also permanently altered the way satellite manufacturers hire and retain employees. Employees
are now working remotely and taking on bigger roles in projects. #SCRM #CHP #SAT #DIG
#USA Space News

→ Shipping consolidation over the past five years has augmented supply-chain woes
caused by Covid-19, further delaying the movement of cargo across the oceans. As
businesses try to restock after the lifting of the Covid-19 restrictions, they are paying at least
four times more to move their products compared with last year and face long delivery delays.
The shipping industry consolidated between 2016 and 2018, when a string of deals valued at
around $14B cut the number of global boxship operators by about half. Covid-19 highlighted the
fragility of this new supply-chain model in times
of stress. Outbreaks over the summer at big
export hubs like Yantian and Ningbo in China
idled ships for weeks as they waited for
terminals to reopen. After they sailed, they got
stuck again at congested Western ports that
couldn’t handle the cargo surge. Forty or more
loaded ships have been waiting at anchor off the
coast of Los Angeles on any given day in recent
weeks. Before the pandemic, a single ship at
anchor was unusual. #SCRM #USA #CHN WSJ
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